LIVE WEBINAR
ADVANCES IN MICROPLATE TECHNOLOGY: TRENDS AND INNOVATIONS

Hosted by Lab Manager

WEBINAR DETAILS
Date: Thursday, September 28, 2017
Location: Your Desktop
Time: 12:00 – 1:30 p.m. EDT

As a key technology for life science research, microplate technologies are widely used in research, drug discovery, bioassay validation, QA /QC, and manufacturing processes in the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries. Recently, there have been numerous improvements in microplate reader design, automated handling, and data integration. Join Lab Manager’s panel of technical experts as they discuss the latest trends and innovations in microplate technology.

As an attendee, you will learn more about:
• Improvements in equipment functionality and design
• How to best invest in new microplate technology
• New and novel technologies and how they can be implemented

Register now
www.labmanager.com/microplate-tech-advances
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